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Going to the Margins 
Chris Arnade, a graduate of John Hopkins University with a PhD in Physics,  worked for twenty 

years as a very successful  trader ‘at an elite Wall Street Bank.’ This until, gradually, becoming 

disillusioned and bored, he detached himself from what he came to see as this elitist bubble, 

inhabited ‘by other bankers, other academics, and the experts who were my neighbours.’  

For several years, he had been an amateur photographer,  taking on the spot portraits of the 

people he met and talked to, as he walked the streets of New York City.  As he tells it, ‘ the 

walks, the pictures, the people I met [….] started becoming more important to me than ,my job.’ 

He eventually left to go to the margins of life in America, those parts of the country that he had 

been ‘told not to [because] it was too dangerous, too poor, that I was too white. I was told 

“nobody goes there for anything other than drugs and prostitutes.”’ He was,, however, as Paul 

Simon wrote in The Boxer, ‘seeking out the poorer quarters/ where the ragged people go/ Look-

ing for the places/Only they would know.’. Here, across America, he discovered a life that was 

radically different from anything he had ever known and it was very rough. 

Arnade didn’t just take ‘snaps’, or softly lit portraits of exotic people, he sat for hours talking to 

them in all their usual haunts (a favoured one being McDonalds restaurants), listening to their 

stories. In his fine book, a kind of photo-essay, ‘he reveals what life is really like for the marginal-

ised and poor—and exposes the broken social systems that betrayed them.’ He writes movingly 

on the realities of drug addiction and dealing, prostitution, racism, desolation, and the harsh 

realities of life on the ‘underside of history’. 

In the gospel for this past Thursday, Mk 7:24-30, we read the story of the despised Syrophoenici-

an woman, ‘a pagan [who begged Jesus] to cast the devil out of her daughter.’  There are many 

other similar texts , where outsiders who are thought to have no right to approach Jesus  do so 

in their desperation for themselves or their children.  They are never rejected.  There are many 

people in this book, telling very similar stories of how God has  filled their emptiness and given 

them the strength to struggle on.  They attend small evangelical ‘shopfront’ churches to listen to 

the Word and sing songs of comfort and consolation. The centre of their lives is the church and 

McDonalds, they have no place else to go—and no hope. 

In the midst of this, however,  Arnade finds both a sense of community and a real dignity. He 

recounts a striking conversation with a woman called Takeesha, ‘wearing thigh-high faux leather 

red boots, leopard-skin tights, waving at whatever car or truck that passed by.’ She had been on 

the streets from the age of twelve, had her first child at thirteen. She’s addicted to heroin and 

there’s little doubt that her life  is nasty, often brutal and will be short. Having taken her photo-

graph, he asks, as he always does, how she wants to be described? ‘She replied without a pause, 

“As who I am. A prostitute, a mother of six, and a child of God.” 

Takeesha’s story is not unique, nor is it confined to the darker side of New York.  It occurs in 

different versions all over the world and on our own doorstep, just as it existed in Jesus’ time. As 

Arnade writes, the people of this book feel disrespected. ‘We pretend that the addicted take 

drugs because of bad character, not because it’s one of the few ways they have to dull the pain 

of not being able to live good lives in the economy we’ve created for them.’  The text and  imag-

es of this once in a generation book can help shake us from our indifference, and  challenge us 

to read those gospel stories again in another light. 

Chris Arnade, Dignity: Seeking Respect in Back Row America, Random House/Sentinel, 2019 
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